Custom Camera Finishes

A unique service from LILIN

Available in fixed dome chassis

Wave goodbye to the days of spraying cameras for those fussy architects
and interior designers. LILIN are pleased to introduce their new Special Order
Custom Finish service.
It is now easy to get a security camera that fits right into your client’s design
needs. With finishes such as wood, marble and camouflage, as well as plain
colour finishes – it’s easy to find something that will match most design
requirements.
LILIN understand that security cameras are often required to fit into custom
designs, and that customers prefer their cameras to be discreet where
possible. With this new service, LILIN will be offering this possibility to the
security and custom install market with the hope that LILIN cameras will now
suit individual design needs, and become discreet and non-obtrusive.
To find out more about LILIN’s Special Order Custom Finish service, please
call us on 0870 120 5550.
Which chassis are available?

Vandal Resistant
Domes - 6 series

LD2222

Mini Domes
2 series

IPD6220

360° Panoramic
Camera

What are the terms & conditions for LILIN’s Custom Finish Service?
1. LILIN accept no responsibility for the finish of the camera or the design not meeting customers expectations
2. The camera once ordered cannot be returned for credit – No refund will be given
3. Advance replacement conditions do not apply for SO-CPC cameras, the camera must be returned for repair
4. Warranty conditions still apply, however the whole of the camera (chassis included) should be returned for LILIN for repair. If the camera cannot be repaired then every effort will be made to put new camera module in existing SO-CPC chassis.
5. If camera chassis is no longer available LILIN will replace with a LILIN camera to the same or higher specification
6. LILIN cannot guarantee lead time for SO-CPC models
7. Some camera models within the series may be excluded.

